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Hares:  Blowback & Little Blow 

Scribe: Big Leg 

 The Reindeer at Saxon Street was, back in the day, the scene of a legendary Hashtory – the day of 
‘no dogs’ and Penny the Pig!! On reflection I think this was probably the last time that I personally ran 
from here… but that is a loose description of the day as its quantum was spent assisting Gorilla and 
others in persuading Penny to walk along the road – tempted by Pork Scratchings!!! 

So, the ‘First Annual Reindeer Run’ had been very much looked forward to and thanks to the Hare’s 
excellent misorganisation the pub had agreed to open up especially for us. Apparently, we were going 
to benefit from the fact that our host was no longer brewing his own beer…. Something I assume you 
lot have tales to tell of.  

As the pack gathered we welcomed new runner ‘Just Lynda’ and returnees, Ferret and Just James.  
We set off towards the outskirts of the village into instant confusion as a turnback protecting the in trail 
threw the pack into disarray. Foremost in all the hashers minds being the collection of chocolate 
delights from checkpoints along the way. We were even promised chocolate reindeers – so the 
mission was on! 

First to find a reindeer was Granny Killer which is probably right and proper but I still maintain that 
Gorilla walked through the first turnback and did well sweeping up the benefits on the last few 
checkpoints as unusually the walkers following a well marshalled trail through manicured studland 
were the first home and those checkpoints were barren!!! 

A lovely trail nevertheless – well done the hares!! 

On arrival back at the pub we enjoyed the eclectic mix of ephemera and Lightning entered into a 
lengthy conversation with his new mate the mannequin. We shared mince pies and the remnants of 
the nibbles from the Xmas party and quaffed good ales. 

The circle was very jolly with everyone sporting their Antlers. It’ll come off was given a down down for 
especially fine twig antlers, Forrest for doing the Herald, and shock horror Little Blow for admitting that 
those fabled Chocolate Reindeer were actually last years out of date versions!!!  

Looking forward to the ‘Second Annual Reindeer Run’   


